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Introduction
At a recent symposium held at the International Space University (ISU) in
Strasbourg, France, the topic of the International Space Station (ISS) was
discussed in a broad context. One of the presenters, highlighting the
international character of this project, made the statement that if the ISS
had been operational by the beginning of the twentieth century, we
probably would not have had two World Wars, by which he meant that
working together in space brings people closer to each other and promotes
mutual respect. His statement was of course purely conjecture, but his
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quite valid point was that if international projects such as the ISS had
existed earlier in the 20th century, there would have been less likelihood of
international world conflicts.
This statement is no doubt very bold and would be impossible to
prove, but it is provocative and there seems to be a core of truth in it.
A prime driver for international space cooperation is no doubt the
desire to receive economic benefit from the knowledge of the respective
partners, and in this respect, international space cooperation makes sound
economic sense since people from various cultures have developed
different skills using different technologies, and by pooling these skills the
individual countries do not have to acquire them from scratch at high cost,
but instead can benefit from the expertise readily available within the group
as a whole.
We need to make distinctions between the differing motivations of
various participants in space projects. International cooperation driven by
the public sector may have an economic dimension, but carries a more
paramount geopolitical motive.
Private companies generally have
economic goals, so if the products derived from a satellite service cover
different areas of the world, as is certainly the case with Low or Medium
Earth Orbit satellites, companies will attempt to sell their services to all
entities within the footprint of the service, irrespective of national borders.
Publicly financed satellites, in particular if designed for dual-use (i.e., civil
and military), may prefer to have limited footprints and restrict their offers
to a single country, their own.
A third category includes projects such as the International Space
Station, which stem from a political will and are used as vehicles for
broader cooperation, but they may also result in economic savings, as well
as in valuable cross-cultural exchanges.
Besides the tangible rationale, we shall not ignore the symbolic, nontangible rationale driving international cooperation in the space sector.
Probably due to the high visibility of space activities, policy makers have
on several occasions in the past used this symbolism as a precursor for a
broader political ‘glasnost,’ and we may expect them to do so still more in
the future.
In this chapter we will examine these different types of cooperation,
and the evolution of space efforts from a competitive environment to a
much more cooperative one.
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Present International activities in the space
sector: from competition to cooperation
The Space Age really was born in a competitive environment reflecting the
Cold War conflict between the US and Russia. Competition characterized
nearly all activities in space for the first few decades, until gradually the
benefits of cooperation became more apparent to all participants.
Today we recognize that international cooperation between space
agencies often has an economic motivation. Similar to strategic alliances
in industry, national space agencies have increasingly accepted the concept
that know-how in certain areas is more effectively and cheaply obtained by
cooperation than by developing it with one’s own (limited) resources.
1
Indeed, in a study on international cooperation in space, A. M.
Schaffer concludes that from the US perspective, the benefits for
international cooperation are primarily that:
It
It
It
It

increases the total resource level available,
utilizes knowledge that already exists,
eliminates duplication of effort, and
improves international relationships.

Interestingly, R. Launius, a well-known NASA historian, points out
2
that the ESA defines its objectives rather differently from those of the US:
Is this field of science worth pursuing?
Is the technology that may be acquired interesting to us?
Are there savings possible in resources? and
Is there a political advantage?
Broadly sketched, then, whereas the US perspective is generally
utilitarian and focused on economic considerations and “what’s in it for
us?,” the European assessment carries in addition to this utilitarian element
a more learning-oriented perspective on the end goals, such as “How can
science benefit from it?”
An example of NASA’s approach is its interest in participating in a
series of Mir flights in the early 1990’s as preparation for ISS operations,
1
2

Schaffer, A.M., “What do nations want from international collaboration for space
exploration?” Space Policy 24 (2008) 95-103.
Launius, R.D., “The historical dimension of space exploration: reflections and
possibilities.” Space Policy 16 (2000) 23-28.
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which was certainly intended to leverage knowledge that the Russians
already had. Indeed, many years of Mir station operations by the Russians
as a ‘closed-loop’ system led to the accumulation of considerable
experience in the field of logistics, and also in the handling of anomalies
while in orbit, such as repairs due to onboard fire, meteorite impact and
regular maintenance necessitated by wear and tear over many years of
operations. In contrast, the STS system logistics and decontamination
issues were resolved on the ground after it had landed after each flight; as
the Mir system stayed permanently in space, all issues had to be resolved in
the complex and constrained environment of uninterrupted flight mode.
A very specific example of this learning is the problem of leaks in the
Mir cooling system, which occurred due to an unforeseen form of material
fatigue. This knowledge led to a redesign of the International Space
Station cooling system. Previous to the ISS, this type of information had
not generally been exchanged.
Similarly, the longer stays of cosmonauts in space during the Mir era
enabled the Russians to develop extensive knowledge of medical issues and
countermeasures, which was subsequently used to prepare astronauts for
longer duration ISS flights.
For all of these reasons and more, the International Space Station is
the best current example of extensive multi-nation cooperation. Complete
‘building blocks’ have been delivered by the project’s partners, each based
upon their respective experiences and expertise.
Some of the obvious
examples include:








The first core modules, provided by Russia, are based upon
similar modules which were proven on Mir.
Approach maneuvers are adapted from US GPS-based
technology.
The Russian Soyuz capsules, used as rescue vehicles on board
ISS, also have a record of proven reliability from the Mir era.
The US Shuttle provided flexible upload and especially
download capacity, which was lacking in the Mir
implementation.
The Canadian ISS robotic arm is a further development of the
Canadian-supplied robotic arms on board the Space Shuttle.
Columbus, the European module, is substantially based on the
proven and successful Spacelab concept.

In terms of scientific research accomplishments on ISS, many authors
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have pointed out that a significant portion of the results achieved have been
possible due to the collaboration of scientists with different backgrounds,
having access to methods and equipment which previously were not
3
mutually available.
Interestingly, the ISS developed from a purely American project to an
international project over a period of ten years, from 1984 to 1994, as we
4
see in Table 1:
Date
25.1.1984
29.9.1988
25.1.1994

Event
President Reagan directs NASA to develop
the Space Station Freedom
Multilateral intergovernmental agreements
are signed involving new partners
President Clinton directs NASA to involve
Russia in the development of the space
station.

Partners
USA
USA, ESA, Japan
and Canada
USA, ESA, Japan,
Canada and
Russia

Table 1: ISS evolution in terms of international cooperation

The various steps towards international cooperation can be described
as follows. Initially the space station was mainly linked to the
interplanetary exploration goals of the USA, and designed solely as a
NASA project (hence the full critical path control…). Later, US politicians
saw the project as a chance to link their ‘allies’ into the program, and in
this way promoting international space cooperation.
Cooperation became a symbol of the end of the Cold War era, and
was combined with the political objective of stopping proliferation of
ballistic missile technology from Russia to rogue nations, while at the same
time compensating Russia and providing economic support.
Although the sharing of these resources clearly had an economic
objective, it is impossible to ignore the political, and even philosophical,
dimension in this type of public international cooperation.
A precursor to the international cooperation evident in the ISS was
the Apollo 18 - Soyuz coupling in 1975, an early example of a similar
intent regarding international cooperation and, at that time, an important
triumph for political détente. Officially called ASTP (Apollo-Soyuz Test
Project), there is no doubt that the technical merits associated with this
3

4

Taverna, M.A. and Morring, F., Space cooperation enhanced by space station,
Spacelab collaboration. Aviation Week and Space technology, 173 (20) (2011)
p.62.
Peeters, W., Space Marketing, Kluwer, Dordrecht, 2000.
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project were important, but certainly not as important as the political ones
that occurred at a point in time when the Cold War period was in a
transition phase.
The political and cultural effects of the program were significant. It
will be no surprise, given the lingering Cold War climate at that time, that
the commanding astronaut and cosmonaut selected were both vetted
politically; both the Russian Alexei Leonov and the American Thomas
Stafford were trained military pilots, both were considered nationalists, and
both reached high military ranks as generals.

Figure 1: Apollo-Soyuz ASTP crew in 1975 (photo: NASA)
It is interesting to note that the crews wore uniforms of different colors and
designs, which certainly served to emphasize their differences.

Twenty-six years later I had the opportunity to meet Leonov and
Stafford in Moscow at the occasion of the 50th anniversary of Yuri
Gagarin’s flight (April 2011), and it was evident that they were two old
friends. Both told many stories and anecdotes from this period, and joked
willingly, which was not always fully appreciated by the political officers
from both sides who accompanied them.
A similar story was repeated in the 1990s. To learn more about longduration flights, a series of NASA astronauts participated in Russian Mir
expeditions, and the initial hesitancies fast disappeared when mutual
respect prevailed. This was not only the case for the selected astronauts,
but also for the support crews consisting of hundreds of engineers on both
sides.
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Figure 2: A. Leonov and T. Stafford discussing with the author,
Moscow, 2011. (Photo: L. Peeters)

Having personally witnessed this process, which took place in Star
City, near Moscow, it was evident that the initial feelings of mistrust
rapidly changed to trust and respect once they began working together.
My observation is that two factors explain this difference between the flight
crews and the support crews:




Astronauts and cosmonauts, irrespective of their nationality, pass
similar psychological filters in the selection process, and therefore
tend to think according to similar patterns, typically oriented to the
fulfillment of their missions.
Astronauts are fully aware that they will have to fully trust each
other in space, not only in emergency situations but in everyday
operations as well, and that their safety depends on the other crew
members, irrespective of their nationality.

It is therefore no surprise that long before geopolitical systems
changed, astronauts already exchanged thoughts amongst themselves in
5
their own organization, ASE, the Association of Space Explorers.
5

It is no coincidence that ASE originated and was politically tolerated as early as
1985, as a meeting of astronauts exchanging ideas in an informal and non-political
forum. See also www.space-explorers.org.
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Nevertheless, collaboration was definitely hindered on both sides by
the unavoidable political ‘observers’ who were ubiquitous. But this could
not deter a growing respect between astronauts and engineers on the
technical skills and capacities of their counterparts. Although they had
completely different educations, the common languages of physics and
mathematics considerably facilitated mutual understanding that led
eventually to mutual respect.
Probably one of the most explicit examples of such political signals is
illustrated by a comment written in 1962 by Yuri Gagarin:

When I circled the Earth in my space capsule, I saw how beautiful
our planet in reality is. People from the planet Earth, I hope
together we will manage to preserve or augment this indescribable
beauty, but in any case never to destroy it.
We shall not forget the year this was written, the year of the Cuban
Missile Crisis, the height of the Cold War and the time when we may have
been the closest the world has come to nuclear holocaust, and when every
public statement was carefully considered and had to be endorsed and
finally approved by the Russian political leadership. This text is a clear
example how space activities were used to send political and cultural
messages.

Future developments in international peaceful
space cooperation:
From Cooperation to Inspiration?
In the first decade of the 21st century, some authors have speculated about
how future cooperation or competition would develop. Looking at the
6
various scenarios, Dupas and Logsdon identified the following
possibilities:




6

Russia to focus on lunar exploration as a stepping stone to Mars,
Europe to focus on Martian robotic missions,
China to seek collaboration with Russia to reach the moon before
2020.

Dupas, A., Logsdon, J.M., “Creating a productive international partnership in the
Vision for Space Exploration,” Space Policy 23 (2007) 24-28.
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The theme underlying this work assumes a new competitive scenario,
similar to the Space Race to put the first man on the moon in the 1960s.
The financial crash of 2008, however, has changed this perspective
considerably. Both financing possibilities as well as financial priorities
have conspired to redistribute space budgets over the coming years, which
will accelerate not only the shift to an economic motivation for space
endeavors, but also a shift of the geopolitical balance.
Indeed, if we extrapolate space budgets in accordance with expected
GDP growth, it is evident that by 2050, China and India will be equal
partners with the USA simply based on the size of their economies. This
effect will already be notable around 2030, and hence will be an integral
7
factor in space exploration plans as we approach mid century.

Projected space budget distribution in 2030

Perhaps recognizing this reality, US Secretary of State Hillary
8
Clinton has noted,

7
8

Peeters, W., “Forecasting the consequences of the ‘Crash of 2008’ on space
activities.” In: ESPI Yearbook on Space Policy, Springer (2010) 164-178.
Logsdon, J.M., “Change and continuity in US space policy,” Space Policy 27
(2011) 1-2.
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We cannot go back to Cold War containment or to
unilateralism… We will lead by inducing greater cooperation
among a greater number of actors and reducing competition,
tilting the balance away from a multi-polar world and toward a
multi-partner world.
Indeed, the next step in space exploration will be a huge and a very
expensive one, such as permanent settlements on Mars. Several authors,
9,10
including Ehrenfreund, Sadeh, Sadeh, and Lester
have suggested that
only a multinational effort can lead to success, and that the new space
powers including China and India cannot be ignored.
However, the cooperation format we see in the ISS under the
leadership of the USA seems very unlikely. The partners will have to
accept that others are contributing equally, although some of the elements
will be on the critical path and others will not. In this context authors have
in general pointed out the influence of cultural differences in future space
11
exploration, but probably of more paramount importance will be – again
– the political motivation.
Exactly this level of critical path involvement is the major factor
12
which Zelnio develops in four different cooperation levels.
Level 1: Coordination
Each country participates relatively independently, but there is
technical and scientific coordination. The countries exchange results and
data resulting from this form of cooperation.
Level 2: Augmentation
Countries participate independently in major parts of the project.
This is the type of cooperation we presently see in the International Space
Station, whereby participating states are responsible for well-defined parts
or modules of the project, under the overall system level coordination of
the USA.
9
10

11

12

Ehrenfreund, P., Peter, N., “Towards a paradigm shift in managing future global
space exploration endeavors,” Space Policy 25(4) (2009) 244-256.
Sadeh, E., Lester, J., Sadeh, W., “Modeling international cooperation in human
space exploration for the twenty first century,” Acta Astronautica 43 (1998) 427435.
Ehrenfreund, P., Peter, N., Schrogl, K.U., Logsdon, J.M., “Cross-cultural
management supporting global space exploration,” Acta Astronautica 66 (2010)
245-256.
Zelnio, R. “A model for the international development of the moon,” The Space
Review, Dec. 5, 2005.
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Level 3: Interdependence
Cooperation takes place also at the level of critical path elements. In
this case each participating country is co-responsible for the overall
progress and the technical achievements of the overall project.
Level 4: Integration
A full combination of resources occurs. All funds are pooled, and
management is made by fully integrated teams. Coordination takes place at
higher level in accordance with predefined rules. ESA projects are an
example of this type of coordination.
Going from level 2 to level 3 in this scheme for a post-ISS
exploration program will be a major step, in particular for the US. It will
require a courageous and inspired political leadership to take this step, but
under the constraints imposed by the current financial situation it is hard to
imagine an alternative approach for the coming decades.
It is equally hard to imagine, in view of the improving political
contacts between the major space powers, that we will return to a
competitive scenario.
There may still be a lot of barriers to be overcome before we reach
higher cooperation levels, and a stepping stone approach is therefore a very
13
interesting gradual implementation scenario as suggested by COSPAR
14
and detailed in these pragmatic programmatic steps:
1.
2.
3.

Establish an International Earth-based field research program
Support the “Science exploitation of the ISS enabling
exploration”
Promote an “International CubeSat program in support of
exploration” for developed and developing countries.

These could then be the start for further activities such as:





13

14

The “Global Robotic Village”
“International human bases” (Moon, Mars) using research
activities in Antarctica as a model
“Synergies between space exploration and Earth science”
“Protecting the lunar and Martian environments for scientific
research”
“Environmental stewardship” to protect the Earth–Moon–Mars
space.

COSPAR, Toward A Global Exploration Program. A Stepping Stone Approach
(Paris, France, June 2010).
Ansdell, M, Ehrenfreund, P. and McKay, C., “Stepping stones toward global space
exploration.” Acta Astronautica 68(2011), 2098-2113.
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However, there is a second, more fundamental reason why we will
need an inspired approach for future space exploration: the reality of
physiological change that extended duration in different gravity conditions
will cause to those who venture to Mars and other off-Earth destinations.
The impact on humans residing off Earth shall not be underestimated from
a medical as well as a consequent societal point of view.
In previous centuries, people emigrated to other continents with the
intention to build up a new life for themselves and their children, fully
aware that they would never return to the place of origin. This logic will be
the same for settlements on Mars or other planets, and it will be
compounded by the very different environmental conditions on Mars
compared to Earth. When emigrants went from Europe to Australia, there
were surely considerable differences in climate, and the journey took a long
time, but the gravity levels and most other essential physiological
parameters were the same.
We know from experiences on board of Mir and ISS that even long
stays in microgravity can be managed by proper countermeasures, and that
the medical effects are reversible, but longer stays in lower gravity (if we
take the example of Mars) will lead to modifications in inter alia the
skeletal, muscular and cardiovascular system. After a few generations,
people born on Mars will most likely not be able to return and live under 1g
conditions on Earth without considerable artificial aid, as their bodies will
have adapted to the lower gravity conditions.
If we add elements such as vast distances and significant time
differences, there are solid reasons to assume that we will not have a form
of classical colonialization, but that we will most probably be faced with
the emergence of a different civilization. In such case, we should start to
reflect upon the unique opportunity for humanity to build up a new,
15
hopefully better, society and political system. Indeed, on the basis of the
Outer Space Treaty, all prerequisites are present to establish societal rules
from scratch, based upon the many years of – often negative – experience
of political systems on Earth.
As an illustration of this, in the framework of a Mars terraforming
16
project executed at ISU, and in the spirit of considering interdisciplinary
15

16

Dator, J., Space settlements and new forms of Governance (1995)
http://www.futures.hawaii.edu/publications/Space/GoverningSpaceSettlements199
5.pdf (accessed: 1 August 2011).
ISU, Visysphere Mars, Terraforming meets life adaptation, ISU Team Project
report, International Space University publications, April 2005, available under
http://www.isunet.edu/index.php/sturep-masters (ISU, 2005) (accessed: 1 August
2011).
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and intercultural aspects, the need for a Convention was analyzed and a
draft developed by one of the co-authors of the report O. Ingold. This
draft, which is a personal reflection from the author, is presented as an
appendix to this chapter.

Conclusion
A long process has taken place over the last few decades, from competition
in space towards space cooperation. Space activities have strongly assisted
in creating a more cooperative spirit between the major powers in a
broader, geopolitical context. Therefore, we can without hesitation state
that space cooperation has been a strong catalyst in ending this Cold War
period. The International Space Station shows us this process, having
evolved from a purely national (US) project to a project involving many,
ideologically different partners.
As a next level of cooperation, additional partners including China
and India will participate in the joint space activities. This will in
particular be the case for space exploration towards other celestial bodies,
which will be too expensive to be undertaken by the ISS partners. Let us
hope that after such a broader basis of cooperation is achieved that
humanity will have the courage to look further and work in the direction of
… new inspiration.
Will it inspire people to try to create a new societal structure on such
other celestial bodies, learning from all the mistakes we have made? The
Outer Space Treaty provides the formal baseline for this; we can only hope
that visionary politicians will grasp this unique opportunity to support the
creation of a better society.

•••
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Appendix
A DRAFT MARS CONVENTION
Author: Oliver Ingold

1

Preamble
The States Parties in this Convention,
Prompted by the desire to settle, in a spirit of mutual understanding
and cooperation, all issues relating to the exploration and settlement by
humans of the planet Mars and aware of the historic significance of this
Convention as an important contribution to the future of all the people and
of Humankind as a whole,
Noting that the developments since the United Nations Outer Space
Treaty of 1967 have accentuated the need for a new and generally
acceptable Convention on Space law,
Conscious of the problem of the depletion of natural resources, the
overpopulation and pollution on planet Earth,
Recognizing the desirability to establish through this Convention a
legal order which will facilitate the peaceful human habitation of the planet
Mars, and will promote the equitable and efficient utilization of its
resources, the study, the protection and the conservation of their possible
living resources,
Bearing in Mind that the achievement of these goals will contribute
to the realization of a just and equitable interplanetary economic order
which takes into account the interest and needs of mankind as a whole,
Believing that the codification of a legal framework for human
activities on Mars achieved in this Convention will contribute to the
1

Author’s present affiliation : European Space Agency, Directorate of Human
Spaceflight and Operations. This work was performed by the author during his
prior studies leading to an MSc degree, at ISU.
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strengthening of peace, security, cooperation and friendly relations among
all nations in conformity with the principles of justice and equal rights,
Desiring by this Convention to facilitate the principle of a permanent
human presence in the solar system and on Mars in particular, which
implies the modification of Martian environment and the adaptation of the
Human Species to the consequently engineered Martian environment,
Reaffirming that it is in the interest of all mankind that Mars shall
continue to be used for peaceful purposes and shall not become the scene or
object of international discord,
Affirming that matters not regulated by this Convention continue to
be governed by the rules and principles of general international space law,
Have agreed as follows:

Part One: Use of Terms and Scope
Article 1: Use of terms
For the purpose of this Convention:
a. “Area” means Mars ground for the purpose of this Convention
b. “Areosphere” means the solid (lithosphere) and liquid
(hydrosphere) portions of Mars (Ares).
c. “Concession” means the right to use land or other property for a
specified purpose or to conduct specified operation in a particular area,
granted by a controlling body.
d. “Genetic engineering” means modifying an organism by
manipulating its genetic material
e. “Martian original form of life” is life resulting from and
evolutionary process specific to Mars and without any influence from
organisms coming from Earth.
f. “Resources” means all solid, liquid or gaseous mineral resources in
situ on the planet.
g. “Terraforming” means a process of planetary engineering
specifically directed at enhancing the capacity of an extra-terrestrial
planetary environment to support life.
The ultimate in terraforming would be to create an unconstrained
planetary biosphere emulating all the functions of the biosphere of the
Earth.
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Article 2: Scope
The provisions of this Convention apply to all the activities
conducted on planet Mars and in the Solar System in the perspective of the
terraforming of Mars. This process shall be developed in parallel with the
adaptation of life to this newly engineered planet. It does not entail
activities conducted on the planet Earth.
All activities shall be carried out in accordance with International
Law in particular the Charter of the United Nations.

Part Two: Status of Mars
Article 3: Freedom of Mars
The planet Mars is open to all States and other entities. All willing
States or organization shall be entitled the right to participate in this
endeavor. Freedom of Mars is exercised under the conditions laid down by
this Convention and by other rules of international law. It comprises:
(a) Freedom of access
(b) Freedom of movement
(c) Freedom of over flight
(d) Freedom of scientific research
(e) Freedom of use
These freedoms shall be exercised by all Parties with due regard for
the interest of other Parties and with due regard for the overall project of
Mars terraforming.

Article 4: Scientific Research
Freedom of scientific investigation on Mars and cooperation toward
that end shall continue subject to the provision of this present Convention.
In order to promote international cooperation in scientific
investigation, the Contracting Parties agree that, to the greatest extent
possible and practicable:
1. Information regarding scientific plans for scientific programs on
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Mars shall be exchanged to permit maximum economy of and efficiency of
terraforming operations.
2. Scientific observations and results shall be exchanged and made
freely available.

Article 5: Reservation of Mars for peaceful purposes
Mars shall be used for peaceful purposes only. There shall be
prohibited, inter alia, any measure of military nature.
The present Convention shall not prevent the use of military
personnel or equipment for scientific research. However, any nuclear
explosion on Mars shall be prohibited

Article 6: Legal status of the Area
The Area and its resources are the heritage of mankind and shall be
used in the perspective of a permanent Human establishment on Mars.
No acts or activities taking place while the present Convention is in
force shall constitute a basis for asserting or supporting appropriation.
No State shall claim or exercise sovereignty or sovereign rights over
any part of the Area or its resources, nor shall any State or natural or
juridical person appropriate any part thereof.
The exploitation of the resources is possible against the payment of
fees to the Authority. The fees shall take the form of a percentage of the
benefits whose amount shall be fixed by the Council.
All rights on the Area or in the resources of the Area are vested in
mankind on whose behalf the Authority shall act.

Part Four: Duties and Obligations of States
Article 7: Terraforming process
With respect to other provisions of this Convention, including the
role and prerogatives of the Authority, Parties shall conduct all policies and
use all techniques necessary to the terraforming of the planet Mars. The
modification of the Martian environment shall be authorized and
recognized as a necessity.
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The transformation of the Martian environment must be understood
as a whole. It concerns the areosphere, and the atmosphere of the planet.
Introduction of Earth type life on the planet shall not be considered as a
harmful contamination.
The Parties shall accept a priori control of their long-term projects by
the Authority.

Article 8: Adaptation of life
To establish a permanent human presence on Mars, Parties are free to
conduct scientific research in the domain of gene therapy and genetic
engineering.
Research on how to enhance human adaptability to the living
conditions on Mars shall be authorized under the control of the Authority.
Genetic modification of living organisms shall be encouraged to
accelerate the transformation of Mars environment during the terraforming
process.

Article 9: Measures for conservation of the living resources of Mars
Necessary measures shall be taken by all Parties in accordance with
this Convention with respect to activities in the Area to ensure effective
protection of any Martian original form of life from harmful effects, which
may arise from such activities.
These measures shall be taken under the control of the overall
Martian Authority and shall not compromise the terraforming process.
If any form of original Martian life should be discovered,
international environmental law shall be applied.

Article 10 Rights of the people on Mars
The people living on Mars shall benefit from all Human Rights
recognized by international law.
Intellectual property rights of inventions made on Mars shall also be
respected. Each discovery shall be registered under the national law of the
person discovering it.
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Article 11: Jurisdiction
Every State shall effectively exercise its jurisdiction and control in
administrative, technical or legal matters over their nationals including
personnel, materials or installations.

Article 12: Rescue duty
Parties shall adopt all practicable measures to safe guard the life and
health of persons on Mars. For this purpose they shall offer shelter in their
installations and other facilities to persons in distress on the planet.

Article 13: Responsibility and liability
States parties shall bear responsibility to ensure that national
activities conducted in the area shall be carried out in conformity with this
Convention.
International organizations shall bear responsibility to ensure that the
activities conducted by their representatives in the area shall be carried out
in conformity with this Convention.
Damages caused by the failure of a State Party or of another entity to
carry out its responsibilities under this Convention shall entail liability. The
Outer Space treaty of 1967 and the Liability Convention of 1972 shall
govern any other damages.

Part Five: The Authority
Article 14: Establishment of the Authority
The Parties shall put in place an international body (called the
Authority). The activities conducted on Mars shall be organized and
controlled by the Authority on behalf of mankind. All States Parties are
ipso-facto members of the Authority.
The Authority is composed of two organs:
1. The Assembly meets every 2 years during the Conference. The
Assembly has the power to modify the present Convention and to give
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recommendations to the Council. Extraordinary Conferences can take place
according to the request of all members. States are members of full right
and other organizations participate to the Assembly with the status of
Observer.
2. The Council is the executive organ of the Authority and ensures
the application of the Convention. It is composed of fifteen members of full
right of the Assembly. Ten permanent seats are given to the most
contributing States and the Assembly shall elect five other members for a
period of 6 years by way of majority secret ballot. The Council also acts as
the arbitrator in case of unsolvable conflict between two Parties and shall
propose to the Assembly to sanction Parties refusing to comply with the
Convention dispositions.
3. The Council shall consult the Advisory Board whose five members
represent the interests of private entities participating to the terraforming
project.

Article 15: Role of the authority
The sole purpose of the Authority is to support and help States and
other organizations to coordinate their efforts in the perspective of the
colonization of the planet Mars.
The Authority shall exert its overall control over the different
techniques and activities used for the terraforming of the planet.
In order to ensure the observance of the Convention, all areas of
Mars, including all stations, installations and equipment within those areas,
shall be open at all times to inspection by observers designated by the
authority.
The Authority shall take measures in accordance with this convention
to acquire technology and scientific knowledge relating to terraforming
activities or to bioengineering activities.
To encourage activity, the Authority shall have the power to attribute
concessions to any State, International Organization or Private Person to
conduct any activities necessary to the establishment of a permanent human
colony using terraforming techniques and assisted life adaptation.
The terms of the concession agreement shall be established on a caseby-case basis. The agreement shall include a termination clause and shall
respect the provisions of this Convention, noting that a concession shall not
last more than 100 years.
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Article 16: Financial principles
The Authority shall be financed by the contributions of the State
Parties to the Convention. The amount of the contribution shall be
determined between the parties on the basis of each State’s growth
domestic product.
Each Party contributing to the Budget requirements of the Authority
shall receive capital repayment and compensation for use of this capital.

Part Six: Final Provisions
Article 17: Settlement of disputes
The States, concerned in any case of dispute with regard to activities
conducted on Mars, have the duty to consult together and under the
coordination of the Authority with a view to reaching a mutually acceptable
solution. If negotiation shall fail, States shall solve their conflict by
arbitration with the Authority Council acting as arbitrator.

Article 18: Modification of the Convention
The present Convention may be modified or amended at any time by
unanimous agreement of the Contracting Parties.
Every 15 years from the entry into force of the Convention, the
Parties shall undertake a general and systematic overview of the manner in
which the international regime of the Area established in this convention
has operated in practice. In the light of this review, the Parties shall meet in
a Conference and could decide to amend the Convention by a vote at the
majority of two thirds.

Article 19: Opening to signature, ratification and accession to the
Convention
The Convention shall be subject to ratification by the signatory
States. It shall be open for signature and accession by any State, which is a
Member of the United Nations and is willing to participate and invest into
the colonization of Mars by the Human Species.
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Article 20: Entry into force
Instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the Secretary
General of the United Nations hereby designated as the depository
organization.
The Convention shall enter into force one month after deposition by
the twentieth State, being recognized that these twenty States shall include
at least five States with autonomous access to space.
The Convention is undividable and shall not include exclusion
clauses or exemption clauses.

Article 21: Withdrawal
The right to withdraw shall be granted to all parties. In the process,
the Authority shall promote the transfer of technology and scientific
knowledge amongst the Parties so that the Enterprise may not suffer there
from.
Notice of withdrawal from the Convention shall be given to the
depository organization. Withdrawal shall take effect one year from the
date of receipt of the notification.

Article 22: Deposition
The original of the present Convention, of which Arabic, Chinese,
English, French, Russian, and Spanish texts are equally authentic, shall be
deposited in the archives of the United Nations, which shall transmit duly
certified copies thereof to the Governments of the acceding States.
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